

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Total QCC/SS companies 49 
Total QCC companies 
% of QCC companies that have SS 
57
85.96% 
Total SS companies 




















































































































Total number of IC 72 (100%)
Number of QCC companies that are also IC 
Percentage of QCC companies that are IC 
51
70.8%
Number of SS companies that are also IC 
Percentage of SS companies that are IC
67
93%
Number of QCC/SS companies that are also IC




















































Total number of QCC companies 
Number of QCC that are IC 




Total number of SS companies 
Number of SS companies that are IC 




Total number of QCC/SS companies 
Number of QCC/SS companies that are IC 
























































































































































































































































































































































Table-4: Ratio relationship between IC, QCC, SS and QCC/SS








6.12 to 1 1.5 to 1 
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Table-4 Total contribution to values of improvement by job category 
Range of Yen Contribution 
Contributors Companies 
From To 
Engineers 12 16,243,000 16,653,000 
Operators 17 16,747,000 17,257,000 
Consultants 1 30,000 30,000 




Table-5  Exclusive contribution to improvement values by job category 
Range of Yen Contribution 
Contributors Companies 
From To 
Engineers only 6 1,113,000 1,113,000 
Operators only 10 1,587,000 1,687,000 
Consultants only 0 0 0 
Engineers & operators 6 15,130,000 15,540,000 
Operator and consultants 1 30,000 30,000 
Others 1 100,000 100,000 
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